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ABSTRACT

This paper obtains the following results on pattern mat hing
problems in whi h the text has length n and the pattern has
length m.
 An O(n log m) time deterministi algorithm for the
String Mat hing with Wild ards problems, even when
the alphabet is large.
 An O(k log m) time Las Vegas algorithm for the Sparse
String Mat hing with Wild ards problem, where k <<
n is the number of non-zeros in the text. We also give
Las Vegas algorithms for the higher dimensional version of this problem.
 As an appli ation of the above, an O(n log m) time
Las Vegas algorithm for the Subset Mat hing and Tree
Pattern Mat hing problems, and a Las Vegas algorithm for the Geometri Pattern Mat hing problem.
 Finally, an O(n log m) time deterministi algorithm
for Subset Mat hing and Tree Pattern Mat hing.
The ru ial new idea underlying the rst three results above
is that of on rming mat hes by onvolving ve tors obtained
by oding hara ters in the alphabet with non-boolean (i.e.,
rational or even omplex) entries; in ontrast, almost all
previous pattern mat hing algorithms onsider only boolean
odes for the alphabet. The ru ial new idea underlying
the fourth result is a simpler method of shifting hara ters
whi h ensures that ea h hara ter o urs as a singleton in
some shift.
This work was supported in part by NSF grants
and CCR0105678.
yCCR9800085
Work partly done when both authors were visiting King's
College, London, and when the se ond author was visiting
NYU.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper obtains deterministi and Las Vegas algorithms
for a variety of pattern mat hing problems. Ea h of these
problems requires nding all o urren es of a pattern p in
a text t. All the Las Vegas algorithms we give have the
following form: nd a set of andidate mat hes and then
verify them. Indeed, the deterministi algorithm for wildard mat hing an also be viewed in this spirit. While this
approa h is not new (see e.g., [3℄ and [14℄), the method in
this paper appears to be onsiderably more general.
The riteria for de ning pattern o urren es di er for ea h
of the problems we onsider. We des ribe previous history
and our results for ea h of these problems in turn. In ea h
problem, unless otherwise spe i ed, we will use n to denote
jtj and m to denote jpj.
The Wild ard Mat hing Problem. Here, p is said to
o ur at lo ation i in t if, for ea h non-wild ard symbol
p[j ℄ in p, 0  j < m, the orresponding text symbol t[i +
j ℄ is either identi al to p[j ℄ or is itself a wild ard symbol.
Let  denote the alphabet set from whi h the non-wild ard
symbols in t; p are drawn.
A lassi result of Fis her and Paterson [7℄ states that this
problem an be solved in O(n log m log jj) time. Removing
the dependen e on jj in the above time omplexity has
been an important open problem for a long time. Re ently,
Indyk [11℄ removed the dependen e on jj but by using a
Monte Carlo randomized algorithm whi h took O(n log n)
time. Kalai [13℄ gave another (simpler) Monte Carlo randomized algorithm with a running time of O(n log m).
We give a very simple deterministi algorithm for the
above problem whi h runs in O(n log m) time. The main
idea here is to assign a two hara ter rational ode to ea h
non-wild ard hara ter in t and p and then perform a onvolution. This onvolution will allow us to ount the number
of aligned mat hing non-wild ard hara ters.
Most previous approa hes have used boolean odes for
the alphabet in onjun tion with onvolution. One possible
ex eption is Indyk's algorithm [11℄, whi h uses a boolean
en oding for the alphabet but then performs a onvolution
modulo 2 in linear time; this modulo 2 onvolution involves
performing a regular onvolution on ve tors of size ( n n )
with entries in a eld de ned by irredu ible degree (log n)
boolean polynomials. Kalai's algorithm [13℄ is another exeption whi h e e tively uses integer odes. Note that in
log

ontrast to Indyk's and Kalai's algorithms, all mat hes reported by our algorithm are ertain.
The Shift Mat hing Problem. In this problem, the hara ters in the text and pattern are either integers or wildards. Pattern p is said to o ur at lo ation i in t if there
exists an integer li su h that one of the following onditions
holds for all non-wild ard symbols p[j ℄ in p:
1. The text hara ter t[i + j ℄ aligned with p[j ℄ is a wildard.
2. t[i + j ℄ p[j ℄ = li .
This problem has not been previously studied. Our motivation in de ning this problem is its ru ial use in solving the
Sparse Wild ard Mat hing problem (whi h will be des ribed
shortly). We give a deterministi algorithm whi h takes
O(n log maxfN; mg) time, where N is a parameter su h that
the entries in t; p ome from the range 0 : : : N 1. The main
idea here is to assign a omplex ode to ea h non-wild ard
hara ter in t and p and then perform a onvolution; again,
this onvolution will allow us to ount the number of aligned
pairs of hara ters satisfying ondition 2 above.
The d-Dimensional Sparse Wild ard Mat hing Algorithm. In this problem, t; p are d-dimensional arrays of
size nd and md , respe tively. Text t is sparse,
i.e., it has
only k non-zero hara ters, where k << nd , and no wildard hara ters. The pattern p omprises wild ard and nonzero non-wild ard hara ters. p is said to o ur at lo ation
i1 ; : : : ; id in t if, for all non-wild ard hara ters p[j1 ; : : : ; jd ℄
in p, t[i1 +j1 ; : : : ; id +jd ℄ = p[j1 ; : : : ; jd ℄; in other words, ea h
non-wild ard hara ter in p must be aligned with an idential hara ter in t. Clearly, the number of non-wild ards in
p must be at most k for it to o ur anywhere in the text.

We assume that both the text and the pattern are given by
the impli it O(kd) size des ription whi h spe i es the list of
non-zero entries in ea h.
This problem was de ned (impli itly) by Cardoze and
S hulman [2℄ with the aim of solving the Geometri Pattern
Mat hing problem (whi h will be de ned shortly). They
gave a Monte Carlo randomized algorithm with running time
O(k log k + kd) and failure probability inverse polynomial in
k. The key idea in this algorithm was to hash the text and
pattern down to strings of size (k); this hashing preserves
all mat hes and does not introdu e new spurious mat hes,
with high probability.
We will show how to solve this problem using a Las Vegas
randomized algorithm whose running time is O(dk log k log n),
with failure probability inverse polynomial in k. For md 
n, a variant of the standard tri k of breaking the text into
smaller pie es de reases this running time to
O(dk log minfk; (dm)d g log dm + dk log k)
The failure probability is inverse polynomial in minfk; (dm)dg.
Our Las Vegas algorithm essentially adds a veri ation
step to the Monte Carlo algorithm of Cardoze and S hulman
[2℄. Veri ation requires the dete tion of spurious mat hes
introdu ed by the hashing mentioned above. To dete t su h
mat hes, one needs to he k whether ea h pair of aligned
hara ters (in the text and pattern obtained after hashing) in a laimed mat h a tually orresponds to a pair of
aligned hara ters in the original text and pattern, respe tively. This was pre isely our motivation for de ning the

Shift Mat hing problem. Our algorithms for Wild ard Mat hing and Shift Mat hing above play a ru ial role in dete ting
these spurious mat hes.
Subset Mat hing and Tree Pattern Mat hing. In the
Subset Mat hing problem, ea h text lo ation and ea h pattern lo ation is a set of hara ters drawn from an alphabet
 of size . Let s denote the total sum of the sizes of all
text and pattern sets. The pattern p is said to o ur at text
position i if the set p[j ℄ is a subset of the set t[i + j ℄, for all
lo ations j in p.
This problem was de ned by Cole and Hariharan [3℄, as
an intermediate problem in solving the Tree Pattern Mat hing problem (to be de ned shortly). The previous3 best algorithms known for this problem were an O(s ss ) time
Las Vegas algorithm due to Cole, Hariharan and Indyk [4℄,
an O(s log s) time Monte Carlo algorithm due to Indyk [11℄,
and an O(s log s) time deterministi algorithm due to Cole,
Hariharan and Indyk [4℄. The above time omplexities are
for the ase when
s  n; m (if not, then the running times
be ome O(n 2 ss log maxfm; sg), O(n log s) and
O(n log s log maxfm; sg), respe tively.
As a dire t appli ation of our 1-d Sparse Wild ard Mat hing algorithm, we give a Las Vegas algorithm with running time O(s log s), with failure probability at most inverse polynomial in s (assuming s  n; m, if not, then the
running time be omes O(s log s log maxfm; sg), with failure
probability still inverse polynomial in s).
In addition, we give a deterministi algorithm with running time O(slog s) (assuming s  n; m, if not, then the
running time be omes O(nlog s log maxfm; sg)). This algorithm is based on the idea of hoosing olle tions of shifts
for hara ters in t and p su h that ea h hara ter o urs as
a singleton in at least one of the olle tions. This idea was
the basis for the algorithm in [3℄; however, that paper hose
shifts randomly, in ontrast to our deterministi onstru tion. A deterministi onstru tion based on onvolution was
given in [4℄. The present deterministi onstru tion does not
use onvolutions and is faster by a log s fa tor. The resulting algorithm is substantially simpler than the O(s log s)
time deterministi algorithm in [4℄.
In the Tree Pattern Mat hing problem, t and p are ordered, node-labelled trees of size n and m respe tively. The
pattern o urs at a parti ular text position if pla ing the
pattern with root at that text position leads to a situation
in whi h ea h pattern node overlaps some text node with the
same label. As shown in [3, 5℄, the Tree Pattern Mat hing
problem an be redu ed in linear time to the Subset Mat hing problem. The above results for the Subset Mat hing
problem immediately lead to O(n log m) time Las Vegas
and deterministi algorithms for Tree Pattern Mat hing.
Geometri Pattern Mat hing. In this problem, t and p
are olle tions of points in d-dimensional spa e. Let k denote the number of points in t. We assume that these points
have integer oordinates and that the oordinates of points
in t and p ome from the ranges [0 : : : n 1℄ and [0 : : : m 1℄,
respe tively. The aim is to determine whether there exists
a transformation from an allowed lass of transformations
whi h when applied to p ensures that ea h point in p is
within a spe i ed threshold distan e  of some point in t.
The two kinds of transformations we onsider are translations and rigid motions, i.e., translations oupled with rotalog
log log
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tions.
The previous best algorithm for translations was a Monte
Carlo algorithm due Cardoze
and S hulman [2℄ and had a
running time of O(k(2+1)d log[k(2+1)d ℄). For rotations,
Cardoze and S hulman [2℄ gave a Monte Carlo algorithm
with a running time of O(f (k; d; ; ) log f (k; d; ; )) for
an appropriate fun tion f (k; d; ; ), where  is a toleran e
parameter in measuring distan es.
For translations, we give a Las Vegas algorithm with running time O(dk(2 + 1)d log[k(2 + 1)d ℄ log n),d with failure probability inverse polynomial in k(2 + 1) . For the
ase when md  n, this an be improved to O(dk(2 +
1)dd log minfk(2+1)d ; (dm)dg log dm+dk(2+1)d log k(2+
1) ); the failuredprobability
is at most inverse polynomial in
minfk(2 + 1) ; (dm)dg. For rigid motions, we give a Las
Vegas algorithm with running time
p
p
m d
m d
O(f (k; d; ; ) log minff (k; d; ; );
g
log
)


The failure probability is inverse polynomial in
p
m
minff (k; d; ; );  d g
These algorithms are dire t onsequen es of our Sparse Wildard Mat hing algorithm.
Sparse Convolution. In the Sparse Convolution problem,
the aim is to nd the onvolution ve tor w of two given
ve tors t and p, omprising only non-negative entries. We
assume that t and p are given not as expli it ve tors but
rather as lists of lo ation-value pairs omprising lo ations
whi h have non-zero values. The aim is to ompute w in
an output sensitive way, i.e., in time proportional to the
number of non-zero entries in w. This problem was posed
in [15℄.
Let jjwjj denote the number of non-zero entries in w. We
show how to obtain these non-zero entries in O(jjwjj log m)
time, using a Las Vegas randomized algorithm, whose failure
probability is inverse polynomial in m. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the rst algorithm for this problem. We
remark that if we wanted to allow negative entries in t and
p, we would need to de ne jjwjj as the number of non-zero
entries in w~ , where w~ is as follows. Let t~ and p~ be t and p,
respe tively, with non-zero entries repla ed by 1; w~ is the
produ t of t~ and p~.
Roadmap. Se tion 2 des ribes the de nitions, notations
and a basi tool used by our algorithms. Ea h subsequent
se tion des ribes our algorithms for the problems listed above,
in turn. Proofs of lemmas and the des ription of the Sparse
Convolution algorithm are omitted for la k of spa e.
2

2.

PRELIMINARIES

All algorithms in this paper will assume the RAM model
of omputation, whi h allows arithmeti on log N bit numbers in O(1) time, where N is of the order of the maximum
problem size.
In all our problems, we will use n to denote jtj and m
to denote jpj (ex ept in the d-Dimensional Sparse Wildard Mat hing problem in whi h the orresponding terms
are nd and md, respe tively). Using a standard redu tion,
we will assume that n  2m for all problems in whi h t and
p are strings (using the standard tri k of breaking the text
into pie es of length 2m, onse utive pie es overlapping by

m). t and p are indeed strings in all problems, ex ept for
the d-Dimensional Sparse Wild ard Mat hing Problem, the

Tree Pattern Mat hing problem, and the Geometri Pattern
Mat hing problem.
The following de nition will be entral to the te hniques
used in this paper.
Convolution. The onvolution ve tor of two ve tors u; v is
de ned as the ve tor w su h that w[i℄ = Pjjuj u[j ℄v[(i +
j )(modjv j)℄. We use the notation u  v to denote w. Note
that this de nition of onvolution involves wrap-around (i.e.,
v is assumed to be a y li ve tor). In this paper, we will
also usePthe
non-wrap-around notion of onvolution, i.e.,
w[i℄ = jjuj u[j ℄v [i + j ℄, with out of range entries taken
as 0. However, unless otherwise spe i ed, all referen es to
onvolution will refer to the wrap-around de nition.
The Fast Convolution Theorem. The following theorem
and its onsequent orollary on the RAM model are standard
(see for example, [17℄, page 1) and ru ial to our algorithms.
They hold for both de nitions of onvolution above.
Theorem 1. Consider two ve tors u; v, ea h ve tor having length O(m) and omprising l-bit entries. Let M (l) be
the time taken to multiply two l bit numbers. Then u  v
with entries pre ise up to l (log m) bits an be obtained
in O(m log m  M (l)) time.
Sin e M (l) = O(1) on the RAM model for l = O(log N ),
we get the following orollary.
Corollary 2. If l = O(log N ) then u  v with entries
pre ise up to l (log m) bits an be obtained in O(m log m)
=0

=0

1

1

time.

3. THE WILDCARD MATCHING ALGORITHM
As stated in Se tion 2, we assume that n < 2m and show
how Corollary 2 yields a simple O(m log m) time algorithm

for Wild ard Mat hing. We assume, without loss of generality, that symbols in t and p are drawn from the integer
alphabet 0 : : : m 1 (otherwise, sort and rename the symbols
at an expense of O(m log m) time).
Our algorithm performs the following two non-wrap-around
onvolutions.
Step 1. The aim of this onvolution is to ompute, for ea h
lo ation i of t, the number of non-wild ards in p that are
aligned with non-wild ards in t when p[0℄ is aligned with
t[i℄. Call this ount nw[i℄. This is al ulated as follows.
We obtain a new text t0 from t by repla ing ea h nonwild ard by 1 and ea h wild ard by 0. A new pattern p0
is 0 obtained
from p in the same way. It is easily seen that
(t  p0 )[i℄ = nw[i℄. By Corollary 2, t0  p0 an be omputed
in O(m log m) time.
Step 2. The aim of this onvolution is to ompute, for ea h
lo ation i of t, a quantity whi h indi ates whether or not
p mat hes at i. The following onvolution will yield value
2  nw[i℄ if and only if p mat hes at lo ation i. Sin e nw[i℄
is already known from Step 1, this information is suÆ ient
to nd all o urren es of p in t.
This onvolution involves a new text t0 obtained from t
by repla ing ea h non-wild ard hara ter a by0 two adja ent
numbers
a and 1=a (i.e., if t[j ℄ = a then t [2j ℄ = a and
t0 [2j + 1℄ = 1=a), and ea h wild ard by two 0's. A new

pattern p0 is obtained from p in the same way, ex
ept that
1=a and
a are swit hed (i.e., if p[j ℄ = a then p0 [2j ℄ = 1=a
and p0 [2j +1℄ = a). It is easily seen that p o urs at lo ation
i if and only if (t0  p0 )[2i℄ = 2  nw[i℄ (this uses the fa t that
a=b + b=a  2 + m m for a 6= b). It remains to determine
the time taken for this onvolution.
Time and Pre ision Analysis. Using the fa t that a=b +
b=a  2 + m m for a 6= b, it follows that (t0  p0 )[2i℄
2  nw[i℄ either equals 0 or is at least m m . Therefore,
O(log m) bits of pre ision are suÆ ient to dete t whi h of
these two ases o urs. By Corollary 2, t0  p0 an be omputed to this level 0of pre 0ision in O(m log m) time, provided
the input ve tors t and p themselves have entries whi0 h are0
orre t up to (log m) bits of pre ision. Setting up t and p
with this level of pre ision is easily done in O(m log m) time
(the only issue is that of determining (log m) signi ant
digits of 1=a, whi h is easily done in O(log m) time). This
on ludes the algorithm.
(
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THE SHIFT MATCHING ALGORITHM

As stated in Se tion 2, we assume that n < 2m. We
show how Corollary 2 yields a simple O(m log(mN )) time
algorithm for Shift Mat hing. As in Wild ard Mat hing,
there are two steps. The rst step is identi al to the rst
step in Wild ard Mat hing and obtains the ount nw[i℄ for
all text lo ations i. The se ond step is also similar, but uses
a di erent enp oding, as detailed below. In what follows, let
denote  N .
Step 2. The aim of this step is to ompute, for ea h lo ation
i of t, a quantity whi h indi ates whether or not p mat hes
at i. The following onvolution will yield a omplex number
with modulus nw[i℄ if and only if p mat hes at lo ation i.
Sin e nw[i℄ is already known from Step 1, this information
is suÆ ient to nd all o urren es of p in 0t.
This onvolution involves a new text t obtained from t
by repla ing ea h non-wild ard hara ter a by e a and
ea h
wild ard hara ter by 0. Similarly, a new pattern p0 is obtained from p by repla ing ea h non-wild ard hara ter a by
e a and ea h wild ard hara ter by 0. It is easily seen that
p o urs at lo ation i if and only if (t0  p0 )[i℄ = e l  nw[i℄,
for some integer li (whi h is also the di eren e between any
aligned pair of non-wild ard text and pattern hara ters in
this mat h). It remains to determine the time and pre ision
required for this onvolution.
Time and Pre ision Analysis. It is easily seen that j(t0 
p0 )[i℄ e l  nw[i℄j either equals 0 or is at least
je l e l j = 2Sin N  N1 ; for N  2:
Therefore, O(log N ) bits of pre ision in the output are sufient to dete t whi h of these two ases o urs. By Corollary 2, t0  p0 an be omputed to this level of0 pre ision
in
O(m log m) time, provided the input ve tors t and p0 themselves have entries whi h are orre t up to (log m +log N )
bits of pre ision. Setting up t0 and p0 with this level of preision is easily done in O(m log(mN )) time.
Remark. We laim that if required, then for ea h mat h
t[i℄ of p in t, li , if de ned, an be omputed as well in the
above mentioned time (by omputing li from e l ). Note
that li is de ned as long as the pattern and the text have at
least one pair of aligned non-wild ard hara ters.
2
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5. THE D-DIMENSIONAL SPARSE WILDCARD MATCHING ALGORITHM

Before we des ribe our algorithm for the Sparse Wild ard
Mat hing problem, we need to des ribe two basi tools used
in this algorithm: dimension redu tion and length redu tion
by hashing.
Dimension Redu tion. Consider two possibly sparse ddimensional arrays t and p, with jtj = nd , jpj = md . t
omprises some zeros and k non-zeros and p omprises wildards and non-zero non-wild ard hara ters.0 As in0 [2℄, we
use random proje tions
to obtain strings t and p from t
and p, respe tively. t0 and p0 have length polynomial0 in k0
and mat hes of p in t will be related to mat hes of p in t
as des ribed shortly.
Choose integers b : : : bd independently and uniformly at
random from a 0range
polynomial in k. Map ea h lo ation
P
t[i ; : : : ; id ℄ to t [ dr br ir ℄ and likewise for p. It is easy to
see
that distin t non-zeros in t map to distin t lo ations in
t0 , with failure probability inverse polynomial in k. Further,
this property is easily veri ed in O(kd + k log k) time. A
similar property holds 0 for non-wild ards0 in p; these map to
distin t lo ations in p . A lo ation in t to whi
h no nonzero in t maps is set to 0 and a lo ation in p0 to whi h no
non-wild ard in p maps is set to the wild ard hara ter. The
following important lemma holds.
Lemma 3. If p mat P
hes starting at t[i ; : : : ; id ℄ then p0
0
mat hes starting at t [ dr br ir ℄. Further, if p does not
mat
h starting at t[i ; : : : ; id ℄ then p0 does not mat h at
0t [Pd br ir ℄, with failure probability inverse polynomial in
r
1

1

=1

1

=1

1

k.

=1

Length Redu tion by Hashing. Consider two possibly
sparse strings t and p, with jtj = n, jpj = m. t omprises
zeros and non-zeros and p omprises wild ards and non-zero

non-wild ard hara ters (whi h we will sometimes refer to as
just non-zeros). As in [2℄, we use hashing to obtain shorter
strings (of an appropriately hosen length s) from t and p
as follows.
Let H denote a family of hash fun tions given by ax(mod
q )(mod s), where p is a prime in 2n : : : 4n, a 2 0 : : : q 1,
and s is a number possibly mu h smaller than n. We hoose
a random hash fun tion h = ax(mod q)(mod s) from H
(i.e., we hoose a uniformly from 0 : : : q 1). Using h, we
will map t and p to small strings th and ph , respe tively, as
below.
Ea h lo ation i in th and ph will orrespond to a set of
non-zero lo ations in t and p, respe tively, whi h map to
i. th is obtained by mapping ea h lo ation x in t to the
following two lo ations in th :
 ax(mod q)(mod s)
 [ax(mod q) + q℄(mod s)
Thus ea h lo ation in t has 2 images in th . ph is obtained by
mapping ea h lo ation x in p to lo ation ax(mod q)(mod
s) in ph .
De nitions. A lo ation is th is alled empty, if no non-zero
lo ations in t map to it, singleton, if exa tly one non-zero
lo ation in t maps to it, and multiple otherwise. Analogous

de nitions hold for lo ations in ph . A wrap-around pla ement of ph starting at lo ation i in th is a pla ement of ph
su h that ph [j ℄ is aligned with th [(i + j )(mod s)℄.
The following properties of th and ph will be ru ial and
are easy to show.
Lemma 4. Consider a wrap-around pla ement of ph in
th with ph [0℄ aligned with th [h(i)℄. Then for ea h j; 0 
j  m 1, ph [h(j )℄ is aligned with th [(h(i)+ h(j ))(mod s)℄,
whi h is one of the images of t[i + j ℄.
Lemma 5. Let k denote the number of non-zeros in t.
Consider a wrap-around pla ement of ph in th with ph [0℄
aligned with th [h(i)℄ and onsider any lo ation p[j ℄. If q
is indeed a prime, then with probability O( ks ), ph [h(j )℄ is
aligned with a non-empty lo ation in th if and only if t[i +
j ℄ 6= 0.
5.1 The Monte-Carlo Algorithm
We assume that the text t has size nd and the pattern
p has size md . Let k denote the number of non-zeros in t.

We des ribe the Monte Carlo algorithm of [2℄ rst and then
use the Wild ard Mat hing and Shift Mat hing algorithms
above to get a Las Vegas algorithm. We des ribe this algorithm only for the ase when all non-zeros in t and p equal
1. The Las Vegas algorithm to be des ribed will handle the
more general ase as well.
First, we do the dimension redu tion des ribed above to
obtain strings t0 and p0 from t and p,0 respe 0tively. This
takes O(dk + k log k) time. Note that t and p have length
polynomial in k. Next, we set s = O(k) (re all from above
that s is the range of the hash fun tions to be hosen), with
the onstant hosen appropriately, so that the probability
in Lemma 5 is a small enough onstant. Then we hoose
(log k) hash fun tions h independently and uniformly at
random from H; for ea h hosen hash fun tion h, we obtain
th and ph from t0 and p0 as des ribed above. The time taken
in this pro ess is O(polylog(k)) for hoosing q and O(k log k)
for onstru ting th and ph , over all h.
For ea h hosen hash fun tion h, we nd all wrap-around
pla ements of ph in th su h that ea h non-empty lo ation
in ph is aligned with a non-empty lo ation in th . This is
done easily by a simple redu tion to the Boolean Wild ard
Mat hing problem and takes O(k log k) time over all hosen
hash fun tions h. Lo ation th [i℄ is said to be a mat h for ph
if the wrap-around pla ement of ph starting at th [i℄ satis es
the above property.
Let M denote the set of potential mat hes of p in t (i.e.,
those pla ements of p in t for whi h the lexi ographi ally
least non-zero lo ation in p is aligned with a non-zero in t);
note that jM j  k. Then, for ea h i ; : : : ; id 2 M , we he k
in O(d + log k) time whether ph mat hes th at h(Pdr br ir )
for all hosen h. Potential mat hes in M satisfying this ondition are de lared real mat hes. This takes O(kd + k log k)
time overall.
It remains to show orre tness. From Lemmas 4 and 3,
it is easily seen that if p mat hes P
t at lo ation i ; : : : ; id ,
then ph mat hes th at lo ation h( dr br ir ), for all hosen h. Further, from Lemmas 5 and 3, if p does not mat h
t at
P lo ation i ; : : : ; id , then ph mismat hes th at lo ation
h( dr br ir ), for at least one of the hosen h, with failure
probability inverse polynomial in k. Thus, all mat hes of p
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in t will pass the above test with ertainty, while the probability of any mismat h passing this test is inverse polynomial
in k.
The total time taken is O(polylog(k)+ dk + k log k). Cardoze and S hulman [2℄ in fa t obtain a slightly faster algorithm running in O(polylog(k)+dk+k log k) by using a linear
time Monte Carlo algorithm for doing onvolution modulo
2 [11℄.
2

5.2 The Las Vegas Algorithm

We now show how to onvert the above Monte Carlo algorithm to a Las Vegas algorithm running in time O(polylog(k)
+dk log k log n), even for the ase when the non-zeros in t
and p ome from a large alphabet. Note that this essentially
adds a multipli ative fa tor of O(d log n) to the Monte Carlo
algorithm.
The main idea is to fo us on singleton lo ations in th and
ph , and ompute various statisti s on these singletons. The
following fa t is ru ial and the proof is similar to the proof
of Lemma 5. Re all that following the dimension redu tion
and hashing steps, ea h non-zero lo ation in t has two images
in th .
Fa t 6. The following holds with failure probability inverse polynomial in k: for ea h non-zero lo ation in t, there
exists a hosen hash fun tion h su h that both images of this
non-zero are singletons in th .

We begin with the following preliminary test. Having hosen the (log k) hash
fun tions h, we he k whether, for ea h non-zero lo ation
in t, there exists a hosen hash fun tion h su h that both
images of this non-zero lo ation are singletons in th .
This property takes O(k log k) time to he k. If this property does not hold then the veri ation fails, and the entire
algorithm is repeated. By Fa t 6, the probability of this
happening is inverse polynomial in k. In the sequel, we assume that, for ea h non-zero lo ation in t, there exists a
hosen hash fun tion h su h that both images of this nonzero lo ation are singletons in th .
Step 2: Che king that Singletons Mat h. For ea h
hosen hash fun tion h, we nd all wrap-around pla ements
of ph in th su h that the following onditions are satis ed:
1. Ea h non-empty lo ation in ph is aligned with a nonempty lo ation in th .
2. For ea h pair of aligned singleton lo ations in th and
ph , if any, the following property holds: the non-zero
hara ters in t and p, respe tively, whi h map to these
singleton lo ations are identi al.
Both onditions are he ked easily by a simple redu tion to
the Wild ard Mat hing problem. This step takes O(k log k)
time over all hosen hash fun tions h.
De nition. Lo ation th [i℄ is said to be a mat h for ph
if the wrap-around pla ement of ph starting at th [i℄ satises the above properties. We say that a potential mat h
of p P
at t[i ; : : : ; id ℄ is a laimed mat h if ph mat hes at
th [h( dr br ir )℄, for all hosen hash fun tions h. Further,
this laimed mat h of p at t[i ; : : : ; id ℄ is said to orrespond
to a mat h of ph at th [h(Pdr br ir )℄.

Step 1: Ensuring Singletons.
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Note that by Lemmas 4, 5, and 3, all mat hes of p in t
must be laimed mat hes, and all laimed mat hes are true
mat hes with failure probability inverse polynomial in k.
Next, we need identify whi h, if any, of the laimed mat hes
are false mat hes.
False Mat h S enarios. We enumerate the s enarios in
whi h a laimed mat h is a false mat h. Consider one su h
false mat h of p at lo ation t[i ; : : : ; id ℄. Sin e this is not a tually a mat h, there exists a non-zero lo ation p[j ; : : : ; jd ℄
whose value is di erent from t[i + j ; : : : ; id + jd ℄. For
brevity, let ^i denote h(Pdr br ir ) and ^j denote h(Pdr br jr ).
Sin e ph mat hes th at ^i, the lo ation th [^i + ^j ℄ aligned with
ph [^j ℄ is non-empty, for all hosen hash fun tions h.
There are only three possible false mat h s enarios.
1. th [^i + ^j ℄ is singleton but ph [^j ℄ is multiple, for some
hosen h.
2. th [^i + ^j ℄ and ph [^j ℄ are both singletons, for some hosen
h.
3. th [^i + ^j ℄ is multiple, for all hosen h.
We brie y des ribe how to dete t false mat hes in ea h s enario. Whatever remains will be a true mat h and all true
mat hes will indeed be dete ted.
Dete ting S enario 1. Note that a true mat h an never
lead to S enario 1. In other words, if p indeed mat hes t at
lo ation i ; : : : ; id then S enario 1 does not hold. This an
be seen as follows. If multiple non-zeros in p map to ph [^j ℄
then the non-zeros in t aligned with these non-zeros in p
must all map to th [^i +^j ℄, by Lemmas 4 and 3. But this would
mean that th [^i + ^j ℄ is multiple and not singleton. Therefore,
for any laimed mat h of p at t[i ; : : : id ℄, if S enario 1 holds
for the wrap-around pla ement of ph at th [^i℄ for even one of
the hosen hash fun tions h, then this laimed mat h is not
an a tual mat h.
Dete ting S enario 1 is easily done in O(k log k) time
using a simple redu tion to the Boolean Wild ard Mat hing problem. All laimed mat hes satisfying S enario 1 are
eliminated by this pro ess.
Dete ting S enario 2. Consider a parti ular laimed but
false mat h of p at t[i ; : : : ; id ℄ in whi h p[j ; : : : ; jd ℄ is nonzero and the aligned hara ter t[i +j ; : : : ; id +jd ℄ is either 0,
or non-zero and di erent from p[j ; : : : ; jd ℄. Consider that
hash fun tion h for whi h S enario 2 holds in the orresponding mat h of ph in th . So both th [^i + ^j ℄ and ph[^j ℄ are
singletons.
They key property whi h enables us to identify this mismat h via Shift Mat hing is the following. Clearly, the
unique non-zero lo ation in p0 whi h0 maps to ph [^j ℄ is the
lo ation p[j ; : : : ; jd ℄. Let t[i ; : : : ; id ℄ denote that unique
non-zero
lo ation in t whi h maps to th [^i + ^j ℄; note that
i0r 6= ir + jr for some r, otherwise the laimed mat h being
onsidered would not have passed Step 2. Then the ve tor
(i0 j ; : : : ; i0d jd ) is not equal to the ve tor (i ; : : : ; id ).
This suggests that S enario 2 an be dete ted by performing
Shift Mat hing on ea h dimension separately as follows.
Consider ea h dimension r and ea h hosen hash fun tion
h in turn. Obtain new strings t0h and p0h from th and ph ,
respe tively, by repla ing ea h singleton by the rth dimension of the unique non-zero lo ation in t and p, respe tively,
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whi
h maps to this singleton. All other lo ations in t00h and
0
ph get wild- ards. For ea h wrap-around pla ement th [i℄ of
p0h , we determine whether this pla ement of p0h mat hes t0h
under the de nition of Shift Mat hing, and if so, we ompute the quantity li (see the remark at the end of Se tion
4). The time taken in this pro ess is O(dk log k log n) over
all h and all d dimensions.
Finally, a parti ular laimed mat h of p at t[i ; : : : ; id ℄ is0
eliminated unless
the following holds for all hosen h: ph
mat hes at t0h [^i℄ and li for dimension d0 is either unde0 ned
(i.e.,
one at least of ea h pair of aligned hara ters in ph and
t0h is a wild ard, so S enario 2 does not hold trivially) or
equals id0 , for all dimensions d0 .
Dete ting S enario 3. Assuming that S enarios 1 and 2
never apply, we dete t false mat hes orresponding to S enario 3 using the following statisti . Re all that by Step 1,
for ea h non-zero lo ation in t, there exists a hosen hash
fun tion h su h that both images of this non-zero lo ation
are singletons in th . We asso iate ea h non-zero lo ation in
t with exa tly one of the various h's for whi h the above
property holds. Singletons in th orresponding to non-zero
lo ations in t asso iated with h, are alled spe ial singletons.
For ea h laimed mat h of p in t, and for ea h hosen hash
fun tion h, we onsider the orresponding mat h of ph in th .
In this mat h, we ount the number of singletons asso iated
with th whi h are aligned with singletons in ph . This is done
in O(k log k) time per hosen hash fun tion h by onvolving
the string obtained by repla ing spe ial singletons in th by
1 and others by 0, with the string obtained by repla ing
singletons in ph by 1 and others by 0. The total time taken
by this step is O(k log k).
For ea h laimed mat h of p in t, we sum the above ount
over all hash fun tions h. By the following lemma, this
laimed mat h is eliminated if and only if the above sum
does not equal #p, where #p is the number of non-zeros in
p.
Lemma 7. The above sum equals #p for a laimed mat h
1
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if and only if it is a true mat h.

Total Time Taken. The total time taken by the algorithm is O(polylog(k) + dk log k log n) = O(dk log k log n),
with failure probability inverse polynomial in k.
For md  n, the above time an be improved to
O(dk log minfk; (dm)d g log dm + dk log k)
using a variant of the standard tri k of breaking t into subarrays of smaller size; the failure
probability is at most inverse
polynomial in minfk; (dm)dg. Breaking the text involves dividing it into smaller texts of size dm and overlap m along
ea h dimension, hosen so as to ensure that the number of
non-zero elements in the smaller texts sum (over all smaller
texts) to O(k(1 + d )d ) = O(k).
Remark on improving su ess probability. The failure
probability an in fa t be redu ed to k(log ) based on the
observation that failure in the veri ation pro ess results
solely from failure in Step 1. The probability of failure in
Step 1 an be redu ed to k(log ) by repeating the dimension
redu tion and hashing steps (log k) times. The extra time
taken in this pro ess is O(dk log k + k log k).
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6.

APPLICATIONS OF SPARSE WILDCARD
MATCHING

6.1 Subset Matching and Tree Pattern Matching

First, onsider Subset Mat hing. For ea h distin t hara ter 2  whi h o urs in p, we obtain a 1-d instan e of
the Sparse Wild ard mat hing problem as follows. We obtain a new text t from t by repla ing ea h set t[i℄ whi h
does not have by 0 and ea h set t[i℄ whi h has by 1. We
obtain a new pattern p from p by repla ing ea h set p[i℄
whi h does not have by a wild ard and ea h set p[i℄ whi h
has by 1. It is easily seen that all o urren es of p in t an
be found by solving the Sparse Wild ard mat hing problem
on p ; t for all 2  and taking the interse tion of the sets
of mat hes obtained. This gives a Las Vegas algorithm with
running time O(s log s), with failure probability at most
inverse polynomial in s. Further, as mentioned in the introdu tion, this leads to improved algorithms for Tree Pattern
Mat hing.
2

6.2 Geometric Pattern Matching

It is easily seen that the ase of translations redu es to the

d-dimensional Sparse Wild ard Mat hing problem in whi h
the text has size nd , the pattern has size md , the number
of
1's in the text (all non-zeros are 1's) is O((2 + 1)d k) and
the number of 1's in the pattern is the number of points in p.
Using the above mentioned algorithm for the d-dimensional

Sparse Wild ard Mat hing problem, we get an algorithm
with running time O(dk(2+1)d log[k(2+1)d ℄ log nd), with
failure probability inverse polynomial in k(2 + 1) . For
thed ase when md  nd , this d an be improved to Od(dk(2 +
1) log
minfk(2+1) ; (dm) g log dm+dk(2+1) log k(2
+1)d ); the failure dprobability
is at most inverse polynomial
in minfk(2 + 1) ; (dm)dg.
Next, onsider the ase of rigid motions. In [2, 12℄, it
is shown how this problem redu es to several instan es of
the 1-d Sparse Wild ard Mat hing problem; the total number of non-zeros over all problems is f (k; d; ; ), where f ()
is as in the introdu
p tion, and the pattern size in ea h su h
problem is O( m d ). Our algorithm for the 1-d Sparse Wildard Mat hing problem leads to a Las Vegas
p algorithm
p having O(f (k; d; ; ) log minff (k; d; ; ); m d g log m d ) running time and failurep probability inverse polynomial in
minff (k; d; ; ); m d g.
7.

FAST DETERMINISTIC SUBSET MATCHING AND TREE PATTERN MATCHING
We give a deterministi O(slog2 s) algorithm for the Sub-

set Mat hing Problem based on the following ru ial fa t
from [3, 5℄. This immediately leads to an O(nlog m) time
deterministi algorithm for Tree Pattern Mat hing.
Chara ter Shifting. Re all that ea h set in the text/pattern
is drawn from an alphabet
of size . We reate a new text t0
and a new pattern p0 as follows. For ea h hara ter e in the
above alphabet, a shift shift(e) is hosen, where shift(e) is
an0 integer
in an appropriate range (to be des ribed later).
t and p0 are reated as follows: if e is in the set t[i℄ then e is
put
in the set t0 [i + shift(e)℄; p0 is built analogously from p.
p0 is said to mat h at lo ation i in t0 if 1  i  jtj jpj + 1
and further, set p0 [j ℄ is a subset of the set t0 [i + j 1℄, for
2

all lo ations j in p0 . It an easily be seen that the set0 of
mat
hes of p in t is identi al to the set of mat hes of p in
t0 .
We will perform hara ter shifting O(log s) times; the ith
su h operation will result in new strings t0i ; p0i . We will ensure
that the various shiftings satisfy the following properties:
 Ea h hara ter in ea0 h set in t is in a singleton set in
at least one of the ti 's.
 The t0i 's and p0i 's have length O(s) ea h.
We will show how to perform hara ter shiftings satisfying
these two properties in Se tion 7.1. The overall time taken
in this pro ess will be O(slog s).
Next, we show how to nd all mat hes of p in t using the
t0i 's and p0i 's. Sin e the te hniques here are similar in spirit
to those used in the Sparse Wild ard Mat hing problem and
the Sparse Mat hing problem, we will des ribe them in less
detail.
2

The Algorithm.
Step 1. We nd a andidate set of mat hes in this step.
Lo ation i is termed
a andidate mat h if for all t0j ; p0j 's,
the pla ement of p0j starting at t0j [0i℄ satis es the following
property: ea h non-empty
set in pj is aligned with a nonempty lo ation in t0j ; further ea h singleton in t0j is0 aligned
with either a singleton or an empty lo ation in pj . This
is easily done in O(slog2 s) time overall using the Wild ard

Mat hing algorithm.
It is easily seen that all true mat hes will survive this
stage. In parti ular, note that a singleton set S in t0j 0annot be aligned with a non-empty non-singleton set S =
fa; b; : : : g in a true mat h be ause the hara ters in t mat hing a; b in this true mat h must then appear in S and S
would no longer be singleton.
Step 2. For ea h andidate mat h i and for all t0j ; p0j , we
he k whether the pla ement of p0j starting at0 t0j [i℄ satises the following property: if a singleton in pj is aligned
with a singleton in t0j , then the two hara ters orresponding to these singleton sets are identi al. This is easily done
in O(slog s) time overall using a simple redu tion to the
Wild ard Mat hing problem and using the algorithm in Se tion 3. Candidate mat hes whi h violate this property are
dis arded. All true mat hes will survive this stage as well.
Step 3. Re all that ea h hara ter in ea h set in t is in a
singleton set in at least one of the t0j 0's. We asso iate ea h
hara ter in t with exa tly one of the tj 's in whi h it appears
as a singleton.
For ea h remaining andidate mat h i and for ea h t0j ; p0j ,
we ompute the following quantity:
the number n(i; j ) of
singletons0 asso iated with t0j whi0 h are aligned 0with singletons in pj in the pla ement of pj starting at tj [i℄. This is
easily done in O(slog s) time overall using Corollary 2.
Finally, we laim that, analogous to Lemma 7, a laimed
mat h i is a true mat h if and only if Pj n(i; j ) equals the
total sum of the sizes of the pattern sets. The total time
taken is O(slog s).
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7.1 Computing Good Character Shifts
Our aim is to obtain O(log s) olle tions of hara ter shifts
in O(s log2 s) time so that the two properties mentioned ear-

lier are indeed satis ed. Ea h su essive olle tion of shifts

we obtain has the property that a onstant fra tion of the
hara ters in t whi h have not yet appeared as singletons
in previous olle tions of shifts appear as singletons in this
olle tion.
De nitions. We asso iate an integer weight w(a) with ea h
instan e a of ea h hara ter in  whi h appears in some set
in t. Note that di erent instan es of the same hara ter
ould have di erent weights. The term weight-sum denotes
the sum P 2w a , where the sum is over all instan es a of
all hara ters in t. A hara ter in t is live if it has not
appeared as a 0singleton in any of the previous olle tions
of shifts. Let t be obtained
from t by Q
a hara ter shifting
step.
The
weight of set t0 [i℄ is de ned as ( live a2t0 i 2w a )
(Pnon live a2t0 i 2w a ), with the rst term missing if there
are no live hara ters in t0 [i℄ and the 0se ond term missing 0if
there are no non-live hara ters in t [i℄. The weight wt(t )
of t0 is de
ned to be the sum of the weights of non-empty
sets in t0 . Let s0 denote the sum of the sizes of the sets in t.
The intuition for de ning the weight of t0 as above is to
penalize live hara ters o urring with other live or nonlive hara ters, while not putting any onstraint on non-live
hara ters. This ensures that a small weight for t0 for es
a good fra tion of the live hara ters to o ur as singleton
but allows non-live hara ters to o ur with other non-live
hara ters.
Su essive runs of the following key pro edure shall give
us the su essive olle tions of shifts.
The Key Pro edure. Given a weight assignment to ea h
instan e of ea h hara ter in t, with weight-sum W = O(s),
this pro edure uses a olle tion of hara ter shifts to obtain
t0 and p0 with the following properties:

 The weight of t0 is at most 1+ k W , for some onstant
k > 2.
 jt0 j; jp0 j = O(s).
This pro edure takes O(s log s + L log s) time, where L is
the number of live hara ters in the urrent run of this pro edure. As we will show, L de reases geometri ally with ea h
run. Next, we des ribe how this pro edure indeed gives us
the requisite t0i ; p0i 's satisfying the two properties mentioned
earlier.
Using the Above Pro edure. We begin with hara ter weights equal to 2 and weight-sum 4s0 = O(s). Next, we
perform O(log s) iterations, modifying the hara ter weights
in ea h iteration. In general,
suppose i 1 iterations have
been performed and t0 ; : : : ; t0i have been determined. We
identify those instan es of hara0 ters in0 t whi h appear in
singleton sets in at least one of t ; : : : ; ti ; these hara ters
now get weight 1. We then give new weights to the remaining hara ters by weighting then equally and xing the0
weight-sum restri ted to these hara ters to be between 4s
and 8s0 (this range is needed if we want hara ter weights to
be integral); the weight-sum W obtained0 by in luding weight
1 hara ters would then be at most 10s = O(s). Note that
W=s0  4. Next, we all the above pro edure with these
weights to obtain t0i . Finally, we stop when all instan es of
all hara ters in t satisfy the singleton appearan e property.
The following lemma shows that L de reases geometri ally
and therefore O(log s) iterations will suÆ e. The total time
taken by the above pro edure is thus O(slog s).
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Lemma 8. The text t0i obtained in the ith iteration of the
above pro edure has the property that all but a k2 fra tion of
the live hara ters (i.e., those whi h have not appeared in
singleton sets in any of t01 ; : : : ; t0i 1 ) appear in singleton sets
in t0i .

Corollary 9. After O(log s) iterations, ea h instan e of
ea h hara ter would have appeared in a singleton set in
some t0i .

It remains to des ribe how the above key pro edure works.

7.2 Computing Small Weight t0 : The Row Rotation Problem

We formulate the problem of determining shifts to the
hara ters in  to obtain a t0 with small weight as follows.
We will restri t our shifts to size Y = O(s). Consider a Y
size matrix A. This matrix has two kinds of entries: empty
and non-empty. A[e; j ℄ is empty if e 2  does not o ur in
text set t[j ℄, and A[e; j ℄ equals the weight of the instan e
of hara ter e in the set t[j ℄, otherwise. Clearly, the total
number of non-empty entries in A and their weight-sum W
are both O(s). The aim is to nd olle tions of ir ular shifts
of the rows (these ir ular shifts an then be linearized) so
that the properties mentioned earlier are satis ed. We
a hieve this using a deterministi O(s log s + L log s) time
algorithm with the following overall framework.
At ea h step, the rows of A are partitioned in megarows.
Initially, ea h row is a megarow. The general step onsiders
two megarows and determines a \good" relative shift of one
entire megarow with respe t to the other. This shift is applied to the rows of the se ond megarow and then the two
sets of rows are pla ed in a single ombined megarow. Note
that no shifting happens within either of the two megarows
in this step; relative shifts within ea h megarow have been
determined and frozen already. The pro edure ends when all
rows ome together into a single megarow. Two issues needs
further des ription: whi h two megarows are hosen at ea h
instant and how a good relative shift between megarows is
determined.
2

7.2.1 Shifting Megarows

First, we des ribe how a good relative shift between two
megarows v; w is determined. Our algorithm needs the following de nitions.
Megarows as Ve tors. We de ne a ve tor v of weights
for ea h megarow as follows. Consider the non-empty entries a ; a : : : , if any, in the ith position in the shifted rows
forming the megarow; then the weight stored in v[i℄ is:
1. 0, if all entries in this position are empty.
2. (Qlive a 2w a )  (Pnon live a 2w a ), with the rst
term (se ond term, respe tively) missing if there are
no live (non-live, respe tively) entries.
The
P weight, wt(v ), of the megarow orresponding to v is
i v [i℄. Ve tor v is alled the megarow weight ve tor or
megarow-ve tor for short. We will say that v [i℄ is live if at
least one of a ; a ; : : : is live. One te hni al issue before
we pro eed is that of representing a megarow-ve tor. We
represent su h a ve tor as a list of non-zero entries.
Let v; w, respe tively, be the megarow-ve tors for the two
megarows being ombined. Consider a parti ular shift w0 of
1
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Suppose we apply this shift to the megarow orresponding to w and then ombine the megarows orresponding to
v and w into one megarow with megarow-ve tor u. Our aim
is to hoose the shift w0 of w so as to keep the weight of
u as small as possible. In fa t, we will be able to keep the
weight of u below wt(v)+ wt(w)+ wt v Ywt w . Note that the
new megarow-ve tor u obtained by ombining the megarows
orresponding to v and w will have the following properties.
1. u[i℄  v[i℄  w0 [i℄, for i su h that both0 v[i℄ and w0 [i℄
are non-zero and at least one of v[i℄; w [i℄ is live.
2. u[i℄ = v[i℄ + w0 [i℄, otherwise.
Contributions to wt(u) wt(v) wt(w) ome from just the
rst term above and this is the ex ess whi h we seek to
minimize in our algorithm. In the algorithm, this ex ess
will be upper bounded at ea h step by a potential, whi h we
shall de ne shortly.
Our Algorithm. Let sh denote the amount by whi h w
needs shifting to obtain w0 . We will determine sh by determining the O(log s) bits in the binary representation of
sh one by one in in reasing order of signi an e. In other
words, we will rst determine whether sh is even or odd.
If sh is ommitted to the even option in this step then we
will determine whether sh is 0 (mod 4) or 2 (mod 4) in the
next step. And if sh is ommitted to the odd option in the
rst step then we will determine whether sh is 1 (mod 4)
or 3 (mod 4) in the next step. This is repeated until sh
is ompletely determined. Note that there are two options
available at ea h step and we will pi k the one whi h leads
to the smaller in rease in weight. We explain this pro edure
in further detail below.
We run a number of iterations (this number will be spe i ed shortly). Iteration j  1 omputes the j th least signi ant bit of sh and is performed in the following setting.
Consider non-empty lo ations
in v and partition these into
residue lasses modulo 2j . This results in 2j sets of loations (e.g., for j = 1, there is only one set omprising all
non-empty lo ations, and for j = 2, there are two sets, one
omprising the even lo ations and another omprising the
odd lo ations); all these V : : : V 1 . Let W : : : W 1 denote the analogous sets for w. Going into the j th iteration,
we would have omputed a mat hing between the V 's and
the W 's (initially, i.e., for j = 1, there is only one set V for
v and this is mat hed to the only set W for w). For simpli ity, we assume that Vl is mat hed to Wl , 1  l  2j ,
using appropriate permutations to rename sets if ne essary.
Further, we would have a potential for this mat hing de ned
as the following quantity summed over all l su h that either
Vl or Wl ontains a live lo ation:
(sum of values in non-zero lo ations in Vl )
( sum of values in non-zero lo ations in Wl )
We now des ribe how to perform the j th iteration so that a
new mat hing is j omputed for sets orresponding to residue
lasses modulo 2 . The potential of this resulting mat hing
will be at most half the potential of the original mat hing
and the time taken in this pro ess will be proportional to
the number of live lo ations in v and w put together (this
will be explained shortly).
Note that ea h residue modulo 2j orresponds
to exa tly one of two possible residues modulo 2j (i.e., l(mod
( )

( )

1

1

1

2j

1

2j

1

1

1

1

2j ) equals either l(mod 2j ) or l + 2j (mod 2j )). Based
on this observation, we split Vl and Wl into two sets ea h;
all these sets Vl ; Vl and Wl ; Wl , respe tively. Setting the
j th bit of sh to 0 orresponds to mat hing Vl with Wl and
Vl with Wl , for ea h l. And setting the j th bit of sh to 1
orresponds to mat hing Vl with Wl and Vl with Wl , for
ea h l. It is easily seen that one of these two hoi es will
lead to a potential whi h is at most half the potential of the
previous mat hing. We perform log Y = (log s) iterations.
The nal potential will then be Y times the initial potential, whi h is wt(v)wt(w). It is easily
seen that the weight
wt(u) of the new megarow obtained by shifting w by sh and
ombining it with v is at most
wt(v ) + wt(w) + wt(v )wt(w)
Y
.
Implementation Details: Tries. The main issue in implementing the above algorithm is the maintenan e of the
sets and their asso iated potentials so that the j th iteration
an be performed in time proportional to the number of
live lo ations in v and w put together. The key observation
whi h makes this possible is the fa t that omputing the potential requires omputing sums only over l su h that either
Vl or Wl ontains a live lo ation. Thus, in ea h iteration it
suÆ es to maintain only sets Vl ; Wl su h that at least one
of these has a live lo ation. Clearly, the number of su h sets
is bounded by the number of live lo ations in v and w put
together. Maintenan e of these sets is easily handled with
the following prepro essing.
Initially, we build a trie of all non-empty lo ations in v.
For ea h non-empty lo ation in v, the reverse of its binary
representation is used to build the trie. A similar trie is built
for w. Note that ea h non-empty set Vl will be identi al to
the set of leaves in some appropriate subtree of the trie for v,
and similarly for w. Thus, instead of maintaining the Vl 's,
we will maintain nodes in the trie. Ea h node in the trie will
maintain two quantities, the sum of the values of the leaves
in its subtree, and a binary string identifying the path from
the root to that node. Using this information, it is easily
seen that given a parti ular Vl (i.e., a node in the trie),
the sets Vl ; Vl along with the asso iated potentials an be
obtained in O(1) time (using table look-up if ne essary to
identify the nodes for the new sets).
Time Complexity. The tries are built in time linear in the
number of non-empty items in v and w using onstant time
LCA omputation on onse utive items [18℄. The time taken
in trie building is thus O(maxfwt(v); wt(w)g). Subsequent
to this, the j th iteration runs in time bounded by the number of live lo ations in v and w put together. The number
of iterations performed is O(log s). The total time over all
iterations is thus O(maxfwt(v); wt(w)g + #live lo ations 
log s).
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7.2.2 Pairing Megarows and Analysis

The order is whi h megarows are paired depends on the
weights of the asso iated ve tors. Re all W = O(s) denotes
the sum of the megarow-ve tor weights at the very beginning (be ause, ea h megarow is just a single row at the very
beginning). We need to show that the nal megarow-ve tor
weight is (1 + k )W . We also need to show that the total
time taken is O(s log s).
1

2

We lassify the megarow-ve tor weights into ategories
[2i ; 2i ), 0 < i = O(log s). The pairings are now performed
in phases, with several pairings being performed in ea h
phase. Consider a parti ular phase
and onsider the urrent
lowest non-empty ategory, [2i ; 2i ), say. If this ategory
has at least two megarows then we pair the megarows in
this ategory (leaving out one megarow, possibly) and ombine the megarows in ea h pairing within this phase. The
unpaired megarow, if any, is put on hold. If there is already
another megarow on hold, ne essarily from a lower index
ategory, then the two megarows on hold are ombined. It
is easily seen that the new megarow whi h results from ombining two paired megarows in the same ategory will be in
a stri tly higher ategory. As we will show, megarow-ve tor
weights will always be O(s). It follows that the number of
phases will be (log s).
Bounding Megarow-Ve tor Weights. The megarowve tor weights are bounded by the following lemma.
Lemma 10. Consider a phase in whi h all but at most
one of the megarows whi h are ombined belong to ategory
[2j ; 2j ). Let O and N denote the sum of the megarowve tor weights at the beginning and the end of this phase,
+1
respe tively. Then N
O  (1 + Y ).
By hoosing Y = (s) appropriately, we get:
Corollary 11. The nal megarow-ve tor weight is W (1+
k ), for an appropriately hosen onstant k > 2.
+1

+1

+1

2j

1

It remains to determine the time taken
by the above algorithm. Re all that the pro ess of merging two megarows v; w takes time O(maxfwt(v); wt(w)gg +
#live lo ations  log s), where #live lo ations is the number of live lo ations in v and w put together. Sin e, by
Corollary 11, the sum of megarow-ve tor weights is always
bounded by O(s), ea h phase takes time O(s+L log s). Sin e
the number of phases is O(log s), the total time taken is
O(s log s + L log s), as required.
Time Complexity.

2

8.
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